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This training presentation traces the life cycle of OPEN-LINE tickets from
customer input to completion.

The purpose is to prepare the console user to manage the OPEN-LINE process
at a high level of efficiency, delivering a high return on investment, through the
identification of best practices.

Introduction 
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The ticket life cycle begins when OPEN-LINE sends email “check-ins”
to your designated customers looking for problems and issues (and
compliments, comments, suggestions, and ideas).

https://testing.openline.ibrc.com/tickets/intro.html?UID=MFDWp0gVICs%3D&CI=%2BYoNkQnPitY%3D

https://testing.openline.ibrc.com/tickets/intro.html?UID=MFDWp0gVICs=&CI=+YoNkQnPitY=
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Once connected to the OPEN-LINE website, customers create tickets
by entering feedback in their own words.
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Tickets submitted by customers immediately display on and may be 
accessed through the OPEN-LINE console. 

Notice how newly created 

tickets display a status of 

“New.”
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All tickets, whether they are problems, compliments, or suggestions,
are managed through the console’s Tickets and Ticket Update tabs.
The different ticket types do, however, follow slightly different life
cycles, as noted below:

Life Cycle Component Problems Compliments Suggestions

Escalation (ticket status set to 
“Escalated” and email alert sent 
to console user and manager)

Yes Never Never

Status Used to Close This Ticket 
Type

• Solved
• Not Solvable (rarely)

• Acknowledged • Acknowledged

Resolution Email Sent to 
Customer with Opportunity to 
Reopen Ticket

Yes, when status is set 
to “Solved”

Never Never

Typical (Possible) Status Update
Path

1. New
(2. Escalated)
3. Open
4. In Progress
(5. Escalated)
6. Solved
(7. Reopened)
(8. Not Solvable)

1. New
2. Open
3. In Progress
4. Acknowledged

1. New
2. Open
3. In Progress
4. Acknowledged
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We’ll start by working through a problem ticket, with its more
complex life cycle, and then show the management process for the
simpler compliment and suggestion tickets.

Click on the Ticket ID to access 

ticket details and start the ticket 

management process.
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Everything needed to start managing the ticket is right in front of you 
on the Ticket Update page. 

Ticket History details

Sort parameters for Ticket History

Update Text box

Ticket Management fields
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Use the Update Text box to describe the actions you are taking to find 
a resolution. Be specific because you may not remember the details 
you’ll need later if you don’t post them now.
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Set the Status to “In Progress” and assign a Due Date, if appropriate. 

Remember to click “Update & Save” to 

process your updates.
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After updating the ticket, the History page displays so you can 
immediately confirm your update. 
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Notice the change to the status field on the Ticket Summary View.

The ticket status now displays  

“In Progress.”
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You may (and should) also use the Update Text box to record email 
communications sent to the customer. This keeps everything related 
to the ticket right in the OPEN-LINE console.

Click the check box and OPEN-LINE 

will automatically open an email 

pre-addressed to the customer and 

pre-filled with the text.
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All you need to do is click “Send” to close the loop with your 
customer. 
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OPEN-LINE alerts console users (and their managers) via email when 
problem tickets are not being managed in a timely manner. This 
process is called Escalation.
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At the same time that the email alerts are sent, OPEN-LINE also 
automatically changes the ticket’s status to “Escalated.”

Escalated tickets should be 

reviewed and updated as soon as 

possible.
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After the problem has been fully resolved, update the ticket and 
change the status to “Solved.” Again, remember to post detailed 
explanations in the Update Text field.

In fact, OPEN-LINE will not allow you to 

update a ticket’s status without posting a 

comment to the Update Text field. 
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The ticket now displays on Ticket Summary View with a “Solved” 
status. 
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And, OPEN-LINE immediately dispatches an email to the customer to 
make certain that the problem has indeed been solved to his or her 
satisfaction. 

https://testing.openline.ibrc.com/tickets/reopen.html?UID=3wc9VsXG%2FxU%3D&TID=WMirSuua064%3D

https://testing.openline.ibrc.com/tickets/reopen.html?UID=3wc9VsXG/xU=&TID=WMirSuua064=
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If satisfied, the customer does nothing (and the ticket keeps its status 
of “Solved”). If not satisfied, the customer reopens the ticket.  
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This triggers an immediate email alert to the console user and ... 
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… the ticket displays on Ticket Summary View with a status of 
“Reopened” for quick and easy identification.

Reopened tickets demand your 

immediate attention! 
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Follow the same console procedures to update and solve reopened 
tickets as you used for managing the original, new ticket. 

Rarely, a problem ticket will not be solvable, at 

least not in a manner the customer finds 

acceptable. Use the status “Not Solvable” for 

these situations. An email (giving the 

customer the opportunity to reopen the ticket) 

is NOT sent when the “Not Solvable” status is used.
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The History page records all updates made to the ticket, whether 
done by you, another console user, or the OPEN-LINE system. If you 
find the need to print a ticket’s history, do it from the History page 
with a right click, print command.
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Finally, use the Memo Resolution page to record root causes and best 
practices. (This can be a great resource for developing knowledge-
based solution systems for your organization.)
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As noted previously, the management of compliment and suggestion 
tickets differs slightly from that of problem tickets. 

Click on the Ticket ID to start the 

ticket management process.
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As with problem tickets, you should read compliment and suggestion 
tickets thoroughly (sometimes they are really problems “in disguise”) 
and manage them on the Ticket Update page.

Sending thank-you emails to customers 

who take the time to let you know what 

you’re doing right or what you could 

do better makes perfect sense.
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Again, the History page confirms the update and provides a 
chronological record of all updates made to the ticket.

Notice how the Status field is updated 

for these ticket types, too.
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Unlike problem tickets, however, compliment and suggestion tickets 
do not get “Solved.” Instead, you “Acknowledge” these tickets to 
close them.

Setting the ticket status to 

“Acknowledged” does not 

trigger an email to the customer.
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Both compliment and suggestion tickets share the same life cycle and 
are managed exactly the same way on the OPEN-LINE console. 

Neither compliment nor suggestion 

tickets escalate. A “New” or “In 

Progress” ticket will stay that way

indefinitely – until you update it.
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1. All tickets (especially the problems) are opportunities to improve customer
satisfaction and win (or win back) customer loyalty.

2. Remember, with OPEN-LINE, you asked for the feedback. You need to be ready
to find solutions and use the information you receive to strengthen the
customer relationship and improve the customer experience.

3. Use the Update Text field thoroughly. Record what you did, what you said, who
you worked with, why you did it, etc. Details are important.

4. Read your compliment and suggestion tickets thoroughly. Respond to and
thank customers who take the time to submit them. Close these tickets by
setting the status to “Acknowledged.”

5. Keep your eyes open for compliments and suggestions that are really “disguised
problems” and handle appropriately.

6. OPEN-LINE is just a tool. It doesn’t (and doesn’t seek to) replace other forms of
communication with your customer. Pick up the phone or have the sales rep
visit the customer, etc. to address a problem when it makes sense. Just
remember to update the ticket so OPEN-LINE can help keep you on track.

Summary of Best Practices 
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Contact Us:
support@ibrc.com

mailto:support@ibrc.com

